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The short mixed vowel a of the Southern English Standard (further referred
to as SES) constitutes a highly interesting problem if considered from the pho
nemic viewpoint. As is commonly known, the distribution of that vowel is charac
terized by particular unevenness. In stressed syllables it can occur only if preceded
by i, u, e, and, individually, also by o, so that its occurrence in such positions is
comparatively very rare; on the other hand, in unstressed syllables a ranks as
the first phoneme in regard to frequency. Statistical analyses have even shown
that its prevalence over the other vocalic phonemes found in unstressed syllables
is so ovemhelming that it is sufficient to ensure the short mixed vowel the lead
ing place in the frequency list of all SES vowels, whether they occur in stressed
or in unstressed syllables.
The recalled facts are easily explained as results of the well-known phonolo
gical changes characterizing the development of ModE from its earliest periods
down to our days (especially of the reductions of vowels in unstressed syllables
and of the influence of the consonant r on the preceding long vowels). It is, how
ever, far less easy to interpret the same facts in phonemic terms; indeed, it can
hardly be thought exaggerated if the phonemic evaluation of the ModE short
mixed vowel is denoted here as one of the most arduous tasks the student of
English phonic structure has to face.'
The uneven distribution of the a-vowel in ModE syllables has led students of
phonemics to the formulation of a number of interpretations of that vowel;
some of the most important will be discussed here at some length. The manner
of interpreting a is of course closely linked with the manner in which some other
items of the English system of vowel phonemes are evaluated, and thus our dis
cussion will sometimes have to consider broader issues than that of a alone.
Some scholars, taking for granted the gliding nature of the SES a-diphthongs,
interpret all such SES diphthongs as monophonemes. Viewed in this light, the
cases of the short mixed vowel in stressed syllables readily become disposed of,
and with them also the fact of the uneven distribution of the SES a-vowel in
stressed and'unstressed syllables. The SES a-vowel is thus relegated to the exclu
sive status of a reduced vowel and comes to be regarded as an intrinsic affair of
the phonemic inventory of unstressed syllables. At first sight, the said interpre
tation seems to be recommended by the alleged gliding character of the SES
centring diphthongs. But the gliding character of those diphtongs as wholes can
hardly be considered definitely proved; more probably it is the mixed vowel
alone to which the gliding articulation can be ascribed with certainty. And
even if the gliding nature of the centring diphthongs were proved beyond any
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doubt, this would by no means guarantee the validity of their monophonemic
evaluation. It has been aptly stressed that all monophonemic diphthongs are gli
ding sounds but that this statement cannot be reversed, i. e. that not all gliding
diphthongs must necessarily be evaluated as monophonemes.
In the cases of the SES centring diphthongs the improbability of their mono
phonemic interpretation is clearly proved by a number of facts, such as by the
almost complete absence of articulatory and acoustic oscillation in the starting
and ending points of the diphthongs (the oscillation is manifest in the i- and
w-diphthongs, whose monophonemic value in the SES cannot be reasonably
doubted). Moreover, the qualitative identification of the initial and final points
of the diphthongs with the individual short vowels existing in the language pre
sents no appreciable difficulties in the a-diphthongs ( is = i + a, wa = u + a,
£3 = OB -f- a, and, as the case may be, oa = a -|- a), while in the i- and w-diphthongs serious obstacles must be faced in an attempt at an identification of the
kind (thus, e. g., the supposed first elements of ai, au can be identified neither
with CB, nor with A, the.only two vowels eligible for the purpose).
Finally it has been noted that most of the SES centring diphthongs tend to
become eliminated from the language. As is well known, the diphthong oa has ben
replaced by o: in the pronunciation of the greatest part of SES speakers. It is
equally well-known that in many instances wa is giving way to a: (see cases like
cure, endure, poor, sure etc.). Instances of the elimination of id, though less nume
rous than in the case of wa, can also be quoted (pronunciations of the words year,
herejhear as [ja:] and [hja:], respectively, are admittedly widespread). Of all the
four centring diphthongs existing in the SES, only ea appears unaffected by the
eliminating tendency just referred to.
In this connection, one point deserves to be noted. All the above-mentioned
eliminating processes ummistakably produce one and the same result: they do
away with the cases of a found in stressed syllables. As we have pointed out else
where,* this can hardly be due to mere chance: all the processes appear to be re
ducible to one and the same motive, i. e. they appear to tend towards a relega
tion of the a-vowel to unstressed syllables alone. If this is so, an important con
clusion appears unavoidable: the element a of any SES centring diphthong is
clearly recognised as forming a constituent part of such a diphthong. The ac
ceptance of this conclusion naturally implies also the recognition of a separate
status of the first component parts of the concerned diphthongs, i. e. of i-, u-,
and o-, respectively (and indirectly, also of e in ea). In our opinion, the probability
of the said conclusion is strongly upheld by the two qualities of the centring
diphthongs to which attention has been called above, viz. by the almost complete
absence of articulatory and acoustic oscillation of their starting and ending points,
and by the very easy manner in which the initial and final points of the centring
diphthongs can be identified with the individual short vowels existing in the SES.
All these facts taken together seem to speak conclusively for the biphonemic sta
tus of the centring diphthongs, and to disprove the validity of their suggested
monophonemic interpretation.
If one accepts the thesis of the biphonemic character of the centring 'diph
thongs and of the tendency aiming at their elimination in the SES, one must
consistently acknowledge that in principle the short mixed vowel of the SES is
indeed an affair of unstressed syllables, as the instances of a found in stressed
syllables represent recessive features of the system (one might almost say, histo
rical survivals).
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Our attention must therefore be directed mainly to the a-vowel of unstressed
syllables and its phonemic interpretation. Here it should be recalled, first of all,
that the SES a in such syllables is regularly opposed only to i or to zero
(cf. dk'sept: ik'sept, trcevl: traevh). It is well known, that from the distributional

point-of-view the two vowels, i and a, are not on the same footing. The former is
abundantly found also in stressed syllables; although there is a marked articulatory and acoustic difference between the SES stressed and unstressed i-vowel,
it can hardly be doubted that the two vowels represent one and the same pho
neme. On the other hand, the SES unstressed a-vowel has no adequate stressed
counterpart with which it could be phonemically associated; the recessive cha
racter of the a-vowel in the SES centring diphthongs has been already noted,
and no other SES vowel found in stressed syllables appears to commend itself
for an unmistakable phonemic identification with the unstressed a-vowel. Ascri
bing the unstressed a as an allophone to the stressed 'long' a: would be unju
stifiable in view of the parallel, and obvious, allophonic relation of the stressed i
and unstressed i : it is among the 'short', not among the 'long' vowels that the
allophonic partner of the unstressed a is to be sought. But exactly these 'short'
stressed vowels of the -SES seem little suited for such partnership on account
of the articulatory and acoustic dissimilarity of any of them to the unstressed a.
It should be noted that in the short history of attempts at a phonemic inter
pretation of the unstressed a-vowel we repeatedly come across phonemic ident
ifications of the vowels A and a. To mention only some such attempts, as early
as in the 'thirties this kind of interpretation was offered by Kemp Malone,
in the early 'forties it was again submitted, though on a distinctly different method
ological basis, by G. L . Trager and B. B l o c h . It is worth noting that inter
pretations of this type are usually proposed by speakers using other standards
than the SES — most frequently they are advocated by the Americans. This fact
is not difficult to account for: in the pronunciation of American speakers the
vowels A and a practically coincide in quality (the same can be said about the
corresponding voxels of the Nothern English standard). In the SES, however,
the articulatory and acoustic qualities of A and a, taken by themselves, can hardly
justify a phonemic identification of the two vowels, as the two vowels represent
two distinctly separate entities there.
In our opinion, the phonemic identification of the SES vowels A and a is also
hampered by the well-known facts of alternation caused by stress. Admittedly,
the unstressed a-vowel alternates with a number of SES stressed vowels and
diphthongs. An alternation of ec/a may be found in instances like 'man man,
'can — can, etc.; analogous types of alternations are w/a in 'fully — 'hopefully
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etc., a/a in 'office — official

sub'urban,

etc, e — a in 'them — them etc., A/a in 'suburb —

'but — but etc. Diphthongs alternate with a in instances like ei/a, as

in 'able — 'comfortable, or oufa, as in 'protest — pro'test and the like. It should be

realized that, if the phonemic evaluation of the SES a-vowel as an allophone of
A should find acceptance, all the enumerated types of alternation would have to
be phonemically interpreted as containing the phoneme A in the quality of the
unstressed partner. The phonemic evaluation of the types would then result in
the establishment of the following pattern-.es/ A , u\ A, of A , ej A , and — A/ A \ (To this
might be added the cases of eij A and ouj A, established on the ground of those
instances in which diphthongs alternate with a.)
*
Even a casual examination of the pattern will reveal the striking inconsistency
to which the discussed phonemic interpretation of a is bound to lead if applied
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to the situation found in the SES: the alternation type A/a becomes unduly se
parated from the rest of the enumerated alternation types. And yet it cannot be
reasonably doubted that the mutual relation of the sounds A and a in the SBS
pair is that of a full vowel opposed to a distinctly different reduced vowel, in
other words, that it is clearly analogous to the mutual relation found in the
other alternating pairs, and that it thus calls for an analogous phonemic inter
pretation. In our opinion, the only phonemic interpretation paying due respect
to the described analogy of the concerned SBS alternation types is the one that
gives up all attempt at the assigning of a, in the quality of an allophone, to some
vocalic phoneme occurring in stressed syllables, i. e. an interpretation that pro
vides for independent phonemic status of the SES a.
It would be unwise to pretend that all phonemic problems can be solved by
-choosing the indicated solution. On the contrary, some new problems emerge,
but they can be handled effectively if viewed from the proper angle and in the
due context. One such problem must be particularly considered: if the SBS a
is acknowledged as a separate phoneme (whose occurrence, it will be remembered,
is virtually restricted to unstressed syllables), this evalution appears to be contra
dictory to L . Bloomfield's thesis that the independent phonemic status of a
is incompatible with the distinctive (i. e. functionally relevant) part played by
stress in ModE. If, that is to say, stress alone is responsible for semantic diffe
rences between words whose phonemic structures can be interpreted as parallel,
then all qualitative vocalic features occurring only in unstressed syllables must
be taken for mere concomitant consequences of the operation of stress, and thus
must not be regarded as phonemic in themselves: This might be the case of
Russian instances of the type pi A '<5w (I pay) — 'placu (I weep), in which A is eva
luated as an allophone of a, or of English cases like im'po:t — 'impo:t, in which
the unstressed i, though distinctly different in quality from its stressed counter
part 'i, is nevertheless phonemically identified with it. And even in those instances
in which such an exclusively unstressed vowel of reduced quality cannot be pho
nemically classed together with the stressed vowel alternating with it, it should
be functionally indentifiable with some other vowel common in stressed syllables.
Such is, e. g., the case of Russian gdl A'va — 'gohvu, in which the a of gs- is phone
mically assigned to the stressed a, though it alternates with 0; similarly, the
unstressed i-vowel in SES pri'zent is identified with the stressed i, in spite of its
alternation with the stressed e in SES 'preznt.
If Bloomfield's theory is true — and from the theoretical viewpoint it appears
basically sound — how can our establishment of the SES a as a separate pho
neme be reconciled with it?
In our opinion, the reconciliation is easily obtained, if one evaluates the SES a
as an interesting case of anomaly present in the SES pattern of vowel phonemes.
The anomalous character of the SES a is clearly reflected in the incongruity
of i and a, the only two vowel phonemes regularly found in unstressed syllables >
of the SES. While i can be phonemically assigned to the 'short' i-phoneme of the
stressed syllables, in the case of a, as has been shown above, no such assignment
can be qualified as particularly successful. Our above developments have shown how
little convincing force attaches to the theory suggesting the possibility of identi
fying phonemically the SES vowels A and a. Thus, if all circumstances, of both
qualitative and distributional order, are duly taken into account, one conclusion
appears sound. There is only one stressed vowel of the SES which might, on safe
theoretical grounds, claim the phonemic subordination of unstressed a : it is
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the a-vowel found in biphonemic centring diphthongs. But the above-established
tendency, aimed at the elimination of most types of a-diphthongs from the SES,
revealed the recessive character of this diphthongal category in the SES. As
a consequence of this, the unstressed a-vowel of the SES is being increasingly
deprived of its only chance of finding a stressed vocalic partner to which it could
be assigned as an allophone. In other words, the unstressed a-vowel finds itseL
increasingly isolated in the phonemic pattern of the SES vowels, and its chances
of securing in that pattern an adequate place, compatible with what has been
said above of the distinctive function of stress in English, seem to be slimmer
than ever. Thus, the anomalous position of the unstressed a-vowel in the SES
appears to stand out with particular clearness.
It will be of some interest to inquire into the origins of this anomalous phone
mic status of the SES short a-vowel. Detailed consideration of the phonological
development of English will reveal that the SES a must have acquired the status
of a phoneme after the emergence of the short mixed vowel in stressed syllables,
i. e. some time in the 17th century. At that time the former M E u must have
reached the position of an unrounded a-vowel, so that it can have become
phonemically associated with the cases of e that had been in existence in unstressed
syllables for at least one century (and probably much longer); before the rise of
the stressed a-vowel, these unstressed instances of the^ mixed vowel must have
been regarded as allophones of some of the short stressed vowels, most prob
ably e.
Owing to a specific situation characterizing the EModE vocalic pattern
the SES stressed a-vowel was further shifted to A (this change most probably
occurred at the beginning of the 18th century). It is interesting to note that the
accomplishment of that change was not seconded by a parallel change in the
unstressed syllables. This lack of parallelism can be accounted for by two rea
sons. Firstly, the neutral (i. e. mid-mixed wide) quality of the original vowel may
have been found mofe suitable for an unstressed, reduced alternant sound which
was to occur in opposition to a number of full, unreduced vowels of different
qualities. Secondly, and this was probably even more important, the change
of a > A in unstressed syllables may have soon become unnecessary on account
of the emergence in stressed syllables of another kind of a-vowel to which the
unstressed a-vowel could be assigned as an allophone. This new specimen of
mixed vowel, found in centring diphthongs, appears to have existed in English
since the end of the 15th century, but obviously had not acquired the status of
a separate phoneme in the SES before the latter half of the 18th century, in the
course of which the consonant r, originally following diphthongs of that kind,
became ultimately dropped. Until that time the SES element a had hardly
been more than a transitory sound, naturally arising between the long vowel and
the following r (whose original articulation had most probably been an inverted
one). Thus for a time, the unstressed a-vowel consolidated its position in the
phonemic pattern of the SES vowels. But this position was never particularly
strong, as the occurrence of the a-vowel in stressed syllables was limited to centring
diphthongs only. One might even say that in order to maitain its phonemic status,
the SES a-vowel of the stressed syllables needed the support of the unstressed
a-vowel almost as much as the latter needed the support of the former. The
above-noted SES tendency, increasingly striving at the elimination of centring
diphthongs, is responsible for the fact that, viewed phonemically, the SES
unstressed a-vowel is constantly losing ground, and confronted with the structure
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of the present-day SES phonemic system, already begins to loom as a kind of
anomaly.
The presence of such cases of anomaly in the phonemic systems of modern
cultural languages can hardly surprise anyone who is aware that such systems are
regularly subjected to the operation of powerful factors retarding the process
of development. As is commonly admitted, practically all cultural and civilizational institutions (such as schools, theatres, films, broadcast, sermons, talks
etc.) work in this direction, and their retarding influence will be especially strong
in those language communities in which some sort of fixed orthoepic norm became
established at a relatively early period. It is well known that precisely this happe
ned in Southern England where, as early as in the 17th century, the culture
of the spoken word came to be regarded as one of the qualifications indispen
sable for those claiming social respectability. The retardation due to this factor
will naturally be reflected with particular clearness in the phonic plane of
the cultured language; the tendencies operating in that plane will sometimes
appear almost halted. It may even happen at times, as a consequence of this,
that such elements will be found in the phonic plane as will appear as survivals,
whose continued existence in the system does not conform very well to the
latter's general tenor, and which can only be qualified within that system as ano
malous features.
It is worth pointing out, however, that despite the powerful influence of such
retarding factors, tendencies counteracting this influence can usually be discerned
with sufficient clearness, although in a number of cases the strong pressure exer
cised by cultural and civilizational institutions does not allow such counteracting
tendencies to achieve the goals they are aiming at.
In the case of the anomalous phoneme a an interesting tendency of that kind
can be observed in the SES. Ariumberof scholars have noted that in the pro
nunciation of some SES speakers the final, unstressed a is often replaced by A ,
and an analogous change has been observed in the a-vowel of the centring di
phthongs 19, ea. From the phonemic viewpoint, such changes can only be inter
preted as a remarkable attempt to remove the obstacles that have so far prevent
ed the phonemic identification of the SES vowels a and A . It will be admitted,
first of all, that the mentioned tendency undoubtedly brings the vowels a and A
into allophonic relation, if only in unstressed syllables. The establishment of this
relation is able to bridge the articulatory and acoustic gap that has so far existed
between the two vowels and constituted one of the main reasons standing in the way
of their phonemic coordination: The qualitative identity of the stressed A -vowel
and the unstressed allophone A will facilitate their phonemic identification, while
the allophonic relation existing between the unstressed a and A will guarantee
that also the unstresseda-vowel, like the unstressed A , will be phonemically
assigned to the stressed A -vowel as its allophone without any hesitation., The
assignment will be rendered particularly easy by the fact that the above-ment
ioned tendency also aims at discarding the a-element from centring diphthongs,
replacing it again, at least in some instances, by the A -element. Thus the tendency
not only strives for the closest phonemic coordination of the SES a- and A-vowels
in both stressed and unstressed positions, but at the same time remarkably
conforms to the trend (noted earlier in this paper) directed towards the elimina
tion of the a-vowel from the stressed syllables of the SES.
It will have been observed that the operation of the tendency described in the
preceding paragraph is obviously aimed at the elimination of the systemic ano26
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maly attaching to the SES phoneme a. The described changes, that is to say,
tend to abolish the incongruity so far existing between the SES unstressed vowels i
and a: if the tendency should prevail, either of these two vowels would constitute
an allophone of some other vocalic phoneme found in the stressed syllables.
The above analysis of the phonemic situation found in the SES appears to be
corroborated by facts concerning the restressing of the reduced a-vowel. Some
scholars have noted that in the speech of actors and reciters a becomes restressed
into A even in those words in which a was due to the reduction of some other
stressed vowel phoneme. Thus words like dv, /ram, and are pronounced as A v,
fr A m, A nd, and even the indefinite article a is restressed into A . This fact may
justly be quoted in support of the theory of the incipient phonemic fusion of
the SES vowels a and A; it will be recalled that L. V. Shcherba availed himself
of a similar argument when interpreting the Russian sounds a and A (as mgdl A 'va)
as allophones ("ottenki") of the a-phoneme on the ground that in singing the
only acceptable pronunciation of the quoted Russian word is ga-la-va.
An interesting variant of the above-discussed problem of the phonemic value
of unstressed vowels may be observed in American English. There, of course,
the phonemic situation of such vowels distinctly differs from that found in the
SES. As noted earlier in the present paper, the acoustic and articulatory resem
blance of the vowels A and a in the General American type of pronunciation (the
type which is both most widespread and most typical) is so close that the phonemic
identity of the two vowels is commonly taken for granted. On the other hand, the
unstressed /-vowel and its stressed counterpart 'i differ much more perceptibly
in General American (to be further denoted as GA) than the corresponding
i-vowels of the SES. According to J . S. Kenyon, the GA unaccented /-vowel
is sometimes pronounced as low as e, especially in non-final accented positions,
such as in limit, added, roses, goodness. Under these circumstances it may be
inferred that, from the phonemic viewpoint, the GA unstressed / occupies a much
less clearly delimited position in the GA pattern of vowel phonemes than its SES
counterpart in the vocalic pattern of the SES. And in view of the fact that the
phonetically less clearly delimited /-vowel alternates with a number of stressed
vowels of full, unreduced qualities (with / in ha 'bitital — 'habit, with i in 'meter —
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ther'mometer,with e in 'present — pre'sent, with e(i) in 'day — 'Sunday,

with

ai in 'my — my'self etc.) one may be even tempted to regard this GA unstressed
/-vowel as an item that is becoming phonemically separated from its stressed
counterpart, and in consequence, gradually acquiring the character of an anoma
lous feature within the GA vocalic pattern of phonemes. If this phonemic analysis
of the GA situation is correct, then the position of the unstressed / in GA may be
denoted as one that is clearly akin to the position of unstressed a in the SES.
The probability of the suggested phonemic analysis appears to be strikingly
born out by new developments recently registered in the pronunciation of the
New York City dialect. According to the observation of Allan F . H u b b e l l ,
this dialect reveals a distinct tendency aimed at merging the two unstressed
vowels into one phoneme. The operation of the tendency, as described by Hubbell,
can be ascertained from the fact that in some situations, such as before k, y, the
vowel / tends to prevail over a; in others again, such as before m, I, the vowel
a predominates. As a result of this process, words like accept and except are said
to be becoming homonymous. In other positions there appears to be free inter
change of / and a (this refers particularly to vowels found in inflexional endings,
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The observation recorded by Hubbell is certainly of first-rate importance, and
due phonemic consequences must be derived from it. Hubbell himself attemps
to do so in the following statement: „In the New York dialect the assignment of
schwa-like vowels (i. e. of reduced vowels of the a-type, J . V.) to the vocalic pho
neme of luck and fun, and of unstressed [i]-like vowels to the vocalic phoneme of
lick and fin obviously will not do. The phonetic facts are far better explained
and more simply set forth if we conceive of a separate phonemic category in
which all stressed-vowel oppositions are suspended." At first sight, the quoted
conclusion appears ingeniously apt to explain the particular phonemic situation
that has developed (or rather, has been developing) in the dialect of New York
City. It has the disadvantage, however, of being opposed to L. Bloomfield's thesis
urging that an independent phonemic status of unstressed vowels is incompatible
with the distinctive part played by stress in ModE.
In our opinion, the phonemic lesson to be drawn from Hubbell's phonetic
findings is a different one, and appears to be prompted by the analogous SBS
situation whose phonemic analysis has been presented above. Viewed in the light
of the SES analogy, it appears obvious that the changes registered by Hubbell
tend to abolish (or, possibly, to forestall) the systemic anomaly found (or, possibly,
soon to be found) in GA, viz. the independent phonemic status of the unstressed
i -vowel. The New York City dialect tends to eliminate the said anomaly by
its attempt to revaluate the unstressed -vowel. into an allophone of the
A/a-phoneme. If the tendency has not yet asserted itself on a large scale in
other varieties of GA, this may be safely explained by the fact that the lowering
of the unstressed /-vowel, though undoubtedly fairly well advanced, has not yet
progressed everywhere far enough to necessitate its definite phonemic separation
from the stressed i, and to ensure the establishment of its own, independent pho
nemic status.
Our above developments will have shown that even in orthoepically highly
stabilized languages, called upon .to act as means of mutual communication in
extremely complicated cultural and civilizational contexts, problems of phonemic
structures do exist, and that attempts aimed at solving such problems are incess
antly at work, though handicapped by the very complexity of cultural and
civihzational contexts in which such language systems have to function. The
persistent, though not always successful, character of such attempts is nothing
but a natural consequence of the necessity to maintain, exactly and especially in
the basic plane of language, clear and unambiguous relations of phonemes, the
elementary items constituting that plane. If, that is to say, the phonemes of
a language are not well-spaced and distinctly kept apart, then the functioning of
the higher planes of that language (grammatical and lexical) is bound to be less
smooth and less adequate to the numerous, often complex and highly specialized
tasks with which the two planes have to cope.
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NOTES
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jThe use of the traditional terms 'short' and 'long' in this paper should be regarded as
purely conventional;fromthe phonemic viewpoint the respective terms 'free' and 'checked'
would be more adequate.
The faot was clearly revealed by statistical analyses of ModE texts carried out in the
English Seminar of the Brno University; contexts subjected to this examination amounted
to more than 300,000 phonemes.
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See, e. g., B. Trnka, A Phonological Analysis of Present Day Standard English (Faoultas philosophica univ. Carolinae Pragensis, Prace z vSdeckych ustavu, voL 37), Prague
1935, p. 14; similarly N. S. Trubetzkoy, Prinzipien der Phonologie (Travaux du Cercle
Linguistique de Prague 7), Prague 1939, p. 108 f. — The so-called triphthongs of the type
aid, au9, formerly also evaluated monophonemically, are now generally admitted to consti
tute biphonemio groups of the type ai + a, au + a.
For a detailed argument on this point, see J. Vachek, Ueber die phonologische Inter
pretation der Diphjfchonge mit besonderer Berucksichtigung des Englischen [further referred
to as Diphthonge] (Facultas philosophica univ. Carolinae Pragensis, Prace z vSdeckych
ustavu, vol. 33), Prague 1933, p. 128 ff.
Cf. N. S. Trubetzkoy, op. cit., p. 51.
Of the interpretations contrary to this view the most widely known is certainly that
of G. L. Trager and B. Bloch, put forward in their paper The Syllabic Phonemes of
English (Language 17, 1941, pp. 225 ff.). The authors evaluate ModE i- and u- diphthongs
as biphonemio groups of the type 'vowel + f or 'vowel + w' respectively. On the inade
quacy of such interpretations see J. Vachek, Yaleska skola a strukturalisticka fonologie
(Slovo a slovesnost 11, 1949, pp. 36 ff.). — Analogous objections could be raised against
a more recent version of this interpretation, submitted by G. L. Trager and H. L. Smith,
Jr. in An Outline of English Structure (Norman 1951, aptly criticized, among others,
by H. Piloh in Word 11, 1955, p. 73), as well as against the biphonemic theory put
forward by W. Merlingen in his paper Zur Phonologie der englischen Diphthonge und
langen Vokale (Acta Linguistica 6, 1950 — 1, pp. 73ff.). Merlingen's conclusions, though
somewhat less fantastic than those of the Americans, suffer from an equally unjustifiable
disregard both of stubborn phonetic facts and of general historical perspective.
On this point, see J. Vachek, Diphthonge, p. 131 f.
As far as we were able to ascertain, D. Jones registers this type of pronunciation also
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in the following words: dear, inferior, near, pierce, sincere, superior (see his English Pro

nouncing Dictionary..London 1947).
See J. Vachek, Diphthonge, pp. 132.
It is also upheld, though indirectly, by the development found in the Cockney dialect
of English. According to the observation of Ida C. Ward (The Phonetics of English, Cam
bridge 1946, pp. 120ff.),in Cockney the centring diphthongs are not infrequently replaced
by disyllabic groups in which the two elements originally composing the diphthongs have
become separated by j or w, and consequently divided into two successive syllables (thus,
the Cockney counterpart of the SES ta is often ip; analogous pairs are SES wa — C dun,
SES ea — C ep). If the Cockney developments of the English centring diphthongs are com
pared to the SES developments reflected by the phenomena mentioned above, it will be
readily seen that the only common denominator of both kinds of development can be the
tendency to restrict the occurrence of the phoneme a to unstressed syllables alone. The Cockney
method of achieving that aim is the more remarkable as it solves the problem on an even wider
scale than the method adopted by the SES: the diphthong e9, unaffected by the ehminating
tendences in the SES, becomes discarded in Cockney together with the other centring di
phthongs.
The way in which the a-phoneme of the centring diphthongs originated in the courseof the history of English will be discussed later on.
Kemp Malone, Phonemes and Phonemic Combinations in Current English, English
Studies 18, 1936, pp. 159 ff. In his later contributions on the subject Prof. Malone has
modified his views on this point.
In their paper quoted above in Note 6. — See also B. Bloch's paper Phonemic Over
lapping, American Speech 16, 1941, pp. 278 ff.
See, e. g. D. Jones, A and a in British English, Le Maitre Phonetique, Janvier—juin.
1946, p. 2.
On this point, see also D. Jones's latest monograph The Phoneme (Cambridge 1950),
eap. §§ 202 ff.
It is worth pointing out that the application of Bloch and Trager's theory to the con
ditions found in the SES can hardly be regarded unfair: the American authors state ex
pressly that although their theories are based on the American type of pronunciation, their
conclusion may be applicable to other standards of English as well. — The question concerning,
the validity of the suggested interpretatipn for American English will be touched later on.
Cf. B. Bloch, Phonemic Overlapping (see here Note ), esp. pp. 281 f.
See L. V. Shcherba, Russkie glasnye v kachestvennom i kolichestvennom otnoshenii, S.-Petersburg 1912, p. 95.
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See K. Luick, Historische Grammatik der englisohen Sprache, Leipzig 1914—40
[further quoted as HG], §§ 529 ff. — W. Horn and M. Lehnert, Laut und Leben, Ber
lin 1954 [further referred to as LL], § 94 and pass., prefer to regard the sound as a delabialized Q or q. — In H. Kbkeritz's opinion, by the end of the 16th century [sic! J. V.] the ME
M-sound "had obviously become an unrounded, centralized, lowered vowel, qualitatively
not very different from modern [ A ] " (Shakespeare's Pronunciation, New Haven 1953, p. 240).
Both descriptions undoubtedly refer to a quality similar to, but not identical with, that of
ModE A , which renders the 17th century phonemic identification of the concerned stressed
vowel and the unstressed a as good as certain.
See K. Luick, HG §§ 589 ff.
Cf. K. Luick, HG § 561, also Anm. 1.
This dating appears to be most probable in view of further phonemic development
(see below). On the ground of objective evidence no exact dating seems possible (cf. W. Horn
— M. Lehnert, LL § 96); although K. Luick is inclined to ascribe the ultimate establishment
of the SES A to a distinctly later period, viz. to the end of the 18th or the beginning of
the 19th century, he frankly admits the difficulties involved in fixing the date (,,die Zeit
des Ueberganges ist schwer zu bestimmen", HG § 563).
Cf. K. Luick, HG § 505 f.
Cf. K. Luick, HG § 567. - According to W. Horn - M. Lehnert (LL § 431 f.), in
colloquial speech the change must have taken place earlier than is generally assumed. Here,
as elsewhere, the popular pronunciation may have anticipated the phonemic solution to be
later adopted by the SES; it is only logical to conclude that the popular pronunciation also
reached the stage of A for ME a correspondingly earlier than the SES.
See K. Luick, HG § 567 f. — It can be assumed that the stage immediately preceding
the ultimate loss of r was one in which the articulation of the consonant r was only 'indica
ted' in a manner analogous to the one still found in Nothern English [= NE]. As is generally
known, in the NE standard this 'indication' of r is effected towards the end of the articu
lation of the a-vowel by the simple device of turning the tip of the tongue against the palate
(see K. Luick, HG § 566 ff; R. J. Lloyd, Northern English, Leipzig 1899, § 100 ff). From
the phonemic viewpoint, this articulation must have still been evaluated as the phoneme r,
preceded by a transitory, i. e. non-phonemic a-sound.
It is certainly worth noting that in the NE Standard where the former ME stressed
M-vowel appears to have preserved the quality of a (see, e. g. K. Luick, HG § 563; cf. also
above Note 14), the a-sound corresponding to the one found in the SES centring diphthongs
has not acquired the phonemic status owing to the inverted articulation of the final stage
of the a-vowel; such articulation can hardly be interpreted otherwise than as a proof of the
continued existence of the r- phoneme in such positions (see above Note 25). In the NE
Standard, therefore, those unstressed a-vowels which are not characterized by the inverted
articulation must be phonemically assigned to the stressed A-vowel (as in but, lace). — In
the General American Standard, where even the preconsonantal r has preserved its inver
ted articulation and where the inverted pronunciation of the final stage of the a-sound in
instances like here, fair, poor etc. is even more strongly marked than is the NE Standard,
there can be no doubt whatever of the phonemic preservation of r and of the purely tran
sitory character of a in such cases. There, too, the instances of unstressed a-vowels obviously
constitute allophones of the stressed vowel found in words like but, love. In its quality this
vowel perceptibly differs from the A -vowel corresponding to it in the SES, while the articulatory and acoustic similarity of the General American vowel to the unstressed a is much
closer than in their SES counterparts. (Cf. J. S. Kenyon, American Pronunciation, Ann
Arbor 1946, §§ 84, 322). If it is asked why the American stressed a-vowel has not reached
the stage of the SES A , the answer is not far to seek. The point in the vocalic pattern which
the SES stressed a-vowel was ultimately bound to reach was firmly held in the General
American Standard by the a-phoneme, corresponding to the SES o (as in dog, hot).
Apart from a, other cases of systemic anomaly can be found in the SES phonemic pat
tern. The most interesting of them is perhaps the case of h, which, incidentally, has been
virtually discarded in the Southern and Midland English dialects, unhandicapped by the
retarding factors discussed above. For the phonemic problems connepted with the SES
sound h, see the present writer's paper Fonem hj% ve vyvoji anglictiny (with a brief summary
in English), SPFFBU I-A, 1952, pp. 121 ff. •
See, e. g. K. Luick, HG § 614. D. Jones, An Outline of English Phonetics, New York
1940, § 362; I. C. Ward, The Pronunciation of English^Cambridge 1945, § 183; W. Horn M. Lehnert, LL § 325-6.
Cf. W. Horn — M. Lehnert, LL § 326. — For American English, see analogous obser20
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vations of J. S. Kenyon, Amer. Pron., § 139 and Nathaniel M. Caffee in American Speech
26, 1951, pp. 104 ff. (See also below Note 35.)
See L. V. Shcherba, Russkie glasnye, p. 95.
*
See J. S. Kenyon, Amer. Pron., § 255. — The high mixed wide t'-vowel (the 'barred »'
of Trager and Smith, Outline, p. 14 and 20) has been disregarded here; for all that has
been recently written about it (see, e. g., H. A. Gleason, An Introduction to Descriptive
Linguistics, New York 1955, p. 231 f.), its phonemic status in the GA standard can hardly
be regarded as definitely proved. Its detailed discussion, however, must be left to some
other occasion.
Allan F. Hubbell, The Phonemic Analysis of Unstressed Vowels in English, Ame
rican Speech 25, 1950, pp. 105 ff. — Hubbell's monograph on the pronunciation of English
in New York City has not been accessible in this country.
Exceptions to this are the instances of posttonic final -y, -ies, -ied, pronounced in the
dialect as i, iz, id (corresponding to the SES i:, i:z, i:d). Here the continued unreduced
pronunciation of the vowel i is due to the preservation of secondary stress. It deserves to
be noted that evidence for an analogous unreduced, long pronunciation of the final i-vowel
can also be found in EModE (see Horn-Lehnert, LL § 316). — The presence of full vowels
in instances like advisory, unite [xd-, ju:-] is explained away by the American author as
due to the fact that in such cases it is doubtful whether the vowel exhibits 'the weekest de
gree of stress'. To this it could be added that in such cases one usually has to do with
words of foreign character, in which deviations from the normal phonemic distribution can
be frequently found.
See the quoted paper, p. 110.
See above Note 17. The said disadvantage was keenly realized by Nathaniel M. Caf
fee in his paper The Phonemic Structure of Unstressed Vowels in English, American
Speech 26, 1951, pp. 103 ff. Caffee's own phonemic explanation, suggesting "that the pho
nemic structure of the vowels of unstressed syllables could be arranged in a classification
dependent upon the phonemes of the stressed vowels" (p. 103) does not seem more commend
able, as it fails to draw a clear dividing line where any sound phonemic analysis is obliged
to draw it, viz. between stressed and half-stressed syllables on une hand, and the wholly
unstressed syllables on the other. Nevertheless, some of Caffee's observations are most illu
minating, e. g. those which quote instances of restressing a into A in American English, see
•esp. pp. 104—106 of the quoted paper. (Cfi also above Note 29.)
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FONOLOGICKE POZNAMKY K NOVOANGLICKE
'KRATKE MIXED VOWEL'
Fonologicke hodnoceni novoanglicke samohlasky a je velmi ztezovano jednak jejim nerovnomernym vyskytem v slabikach pfizvucn^ch a nepfizvucnych, jednak nejistotou, jak
vykladat novoanglicke t. zv. dostfedne dvojhlasky. Autor clanku vychazi ze sveho starsiho
dvojfonemoveho hodnoceni techto dvojhlasek. Poukazuje na tendenci smefujici k jejich
likvidaci jak v jihoanglickem standardu, tak v lidovem nafe6i Cockney a vyvozuje z ni zaver, ze a je v dnesnim jihoanglickem standardu samostatnym fonemem, ovsem omezenym
v zasade na slabiky nepfizvuSne.
Existence takov6ho fonemu je vsak v rozporu s nepochybnou funkcni platnosti dynamickeho pfizvuku v anglifitine. V dusledku tohoto rozporu je podle autora nutno fonem a v jiho
anglickem standardu hodnotit jako systemovou anomalii, obdobnou jinym anomaliim,
s jakymi se ve fonologickych systemech spisovnych jazyku, orthoepicky pfisne normovanych, leckdy setkavame. Autor pak nacrtava vyvoj, ktery vedl ke vzniku tohoto anomalniho fonologickeho rysu, a upozoriiuje na nektere novejsi hlaskove jevy svedcici o torn, ze
se v jihoanglickem standardu projevuji tendence, jez usiluji o odstraneni teto systemove
anomalie. VSlma si pfi torn i pomeru v jinych standardech anglifitiny, jako v severoanglickem a v General American, a ukazuje na podobnon fonologickou situaci v americke anglictine, kde se anomalnim prvkem systemu stava nepfizvuSne I a kde se rovnez zaSinaji projevovat snahy o odstraneni teto anomalie.
V zaveru autor zduvodnuje snahu o odstraneni fonologickych anomalii tim, ze jasne
vzajemne vztahy mezi slozkami planu fonologickeho vydatne pfispivaji k tomu, aby vySSi
jazykove plany, predevsim gramaticky a lexikalni, byly s to uspokojive dostat svym ukolum, casto vysoce slozitym a specialisovanym.
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«*>OHOJIOrHHECKME 3 A M E T K M K H O B O A H T J I I l H C K O H
„KFATKOtt MIXED VOWEL"j
C P o H o n o r n i e c K a H on,eHKa H O B o a H r j i H i i c K o r o r j i a c H o r o a o i e H b 3aTpyflHHeTCH, c OAHOIT
C T O P O H H , HcpaBHOMepHbiM e r o y n o T p e 6 j i e H H e M B y f l a p a e M b i x H H e y a a p f l e M b i x c n o r a x , a,
c j r p y r o f i CTopoHbi, HeyBepeHHOCTbio B TOJiKOBannH H O B o a u r j i i i H C K H x T . H a 3 . c e n t r i n g d i p h t h o n g s . A B T O P npefljiaraeinoH CTaTbH H C X O ^ H T H3 n p e m n e f i c B o e a aBy<f>OHeMHOn
o i i e H K H 3 T H X flHiJiTOHroB. O H o T M e i a e T C T p e M H m y i o c H K H X j i H K B H f l a n n H TeHnenqmoB K)HtHoaHrjiHHCKOM CTaHflapjie, a Tanace B HapojrHOM r o B o p e K O K H H ; oTcro^a fleJiaeT
BUBOfl, I T O a B coBpeMeHHOM lOJKHoaHrjiHHCKOM CTaHflapfle B U d y n a e T B K a q e c T B e c a MOCTOHTejiBHoa <J)OHeMbi, npHHn.HnHa.nbHO o r p a H m e H H O H , K o H e i H o , HeyflapeHMLiMH
cjioraMH.
OflHaKO HajlHHHe TaKOH (flOHeMM n p O T H B O p e i H T HeCOMHeHHOH (JyHKaHOHajIbHOH
aHaiHMOCTH flHHaMHHecKoro y n a p e H H H B aHrjiHHCKOM H 3 U K e . B p e 3 y j i t T a T e T a K o r o n p o T H B o p e i H H H e o 6 x o « H M O , no MHeHHK) a B T o p a , on,eHHBaTb $ 0 H e i « y a B K W H o a H r j i a f i c K O M
CTaH^apse K a K CHCTeMHyio aHOMajinio, H M e i o m y i o CBoe cooTBeTCTBHe B apyrnx aHOMaJIHHX, K O T o p u e Koe-rfle BCTpeiaiOTCH B dboHOJiorHiecKnx c n c T e i n a x j i H T e p a T y p H b i x H 3 t i K O B , flawe C T p p r o H o p M n p o B a H H t i x B o p c p o s m i i e c K O M OTHonieHHH. 3 a T e M a B T o p o6pncoBLiBaeT n y T a p a a B H T H H , BbiSBaBinne 3Ty a H O M a j i t H y i o ^ O H o n o r H i e c K y r o l e p r y , H o6pam a e T BHHMaHHe H a H e K O T o p t i e HOBiie (JioHeTiraecKHe HBjieHHH,
cBHfleTenbCTByiorqne'
o T O M , I T O B K W H o a H r j i H H C K O M CTaHflapfle o 6 H a p y w H B a i O T C H TeHfleHrtHH, n a n p a B n e H H t i e H a ycTpflHeHHe noflo6HOH c n c i e M H O H aHoinajiHH. B C B H 3 H C S T H M O H K a c a e T C H TaKHte
n o J i o w e H H H B npyrnx c r a H ^ a p f l a x a H r j i a f i c K o r o f i 3 H K a , B l a c T H O C T H B c e B e p H o a H r j i H H C K O M H General American, H y u a a b i B a e T H a nowoOHyio $ o H O J i o r H i e c K y i o CHTyan,nio
B aMepHKaHCKOM aHTJIHHCKOM H3bIKe, Tfle aHOMajIbHBIM 3JICMeHTOM CHCTeMH CTaHOBHTCH
H e y f l a p n e M o e j , H rfle T a i o n e H a i H H a i O T n p o H B U H T L C H CTpeMjieHHH K y c i p a H e H H i o BTOH

aHOMajTHH.
B 3aKjiroieHHH

aBTop o6ocHOBUBaeT CTpeMJieHHe K y c T p a H e H m o
(foHOJiormecKHX
a H O M a ^ H H T e M , 1TO HpKO BLipaSKeHHLie B3aHMOOTHOUieHHH MeHtfly COCTaBHHMH HaCTHMH
<|>OHOJiorHiecKoro
n j i a H a B 3HaiHTeJibHOH Mepe cnoco6cTByK>T TOMy, HTO6LI Bbicmnen n a H U H3biKa, B oco6eHHoCTH r p a M M a i H i e c K H H H J i e K C H T e c K n i i , B COCTOHHHH 6uns
yjXOBjieTBopHTeJibHO H c n o j m H T b BoajiaraeMbie Ha H H X T p e 6 o B a H H H , <iacTO B BbicmeS.
CTeneHH c n o w H u e H c n e n . n a n n 3 0 B a B H b i e .
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